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Weldon Owen, Australia, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Not for Online ed.. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This multifaceted book offers insight into everything bee-related: pollination,
gardening, beekeeping and recipes. Whether you re a first-time beekeeper or looking to improve
and expand your backyard beekeeping, this book is a must-have. Beekeeping might seem exotic or
old-fashioned, but around the world it is becoming more and more common to find a hive or two in
urban spaces and suburban backyards. Some modern beekeepers are inspired by the desire to help
out the frequently beleaguered creatures, others simply enjoy fresh honey from the most local of
sources--the backyard garden. This book discusses your options for setting up a hive almost
anywhere, how to plant a bee-friendly garden, and how to harvest and use your very own honey.
Not only is it a great hobby, you ll also be rewarded with a plentiful supply of honey that you can
use in tea as well as for cooking, baking and perhaps even lip salve and skin cream. Everything the
modern day beekeeper needs and more Becoming a Beekeeper Setting Up Your Hive Getting the
Right Gear Planting a Bee-Friendly Garden Trouble-Shoot Your Hive Harvest...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is really gripping and exciting. Yes, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just e ortlessly can get a
pleasure of looking at a published pdf.
-- Tony Dickens-- Tony Dickens

This is actually the very best pdf i actually have study till now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will like just how the
author publish this ebook.
-- Junior  Lesch-- Junior  Lesch
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